DoiTung Festival:
Empowering Communities

25-29 NOV 2019

@ UNITED NATIONS THAILAND
DoiTung is a social enterprise brand of the Doi Tung Development Project that has transformed opium growers into proud, skilled craftsmen, illicit earnings into legitimate and secure livelihood, denuded mountains into abundant forests.
DOITUNG GIFT FESTIVAL

CONCEPT
FROM DOITUNG TO UNITED NATIONS

Show case community empowerment and more specifically the development of women
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

At DoiTung Gift Festival

- FASHION
- HOME
- GIFT SET & SOUVENIR
- AGRICULTURE
- FOOD
FASHION

DOITUNG HANDICRAFT
- Ready to Wear
- Nature to Wear
- Scarf
- Throw
Derive from a traditional skill for weaving and embroidery that has been passed down through the generations in the Doi Tung ethnic communities. The Doi Tung Development Project provides opportunities for women to utilize this skill to earn a supplementary income for their families, restoring pride and dignity to the elderly. Enhanced skills training and design artistry make DoiTung’s handwoven textiles truly unique.
Nature to Ware

All of our products are environmentally friendly.
Handcrafted is inspired by traditional hill tribe costumes and fully crafted by hands using natural fibers to reflect local wisdom and skills of the people in Doi Tung.
HOMEWARE

DOITUNG CERAMIC
- Spring/Summer 19
- Kasama Collection
The Doi Tung Development Project’s goal is to nurture the forests as well as the potential of the people. Many of those who were once farmers and labourers have undergone training and are now skilled potters. Combined with folklore, creativity and imagination, DoiTung ceramics now provide a sustainable livelihood for the community’s younger generation.
The handicraft of tribal pottery is conveyed through the hand-pinching technique that combines matt-coating with bright colors inspired by the hues of Doi Tung land.
Kasama Collection

DoiTung promotes the upcycling of the waste by firing macadamia husks and mixing into ash glaze, making the texture even more unique.
GIFT SET & SOUVENIR
GIFT SET

Give to your loved ones
Give back to our dedicated artisans
Souvenir
The former farmer with the new technique of cultivate that do not ruin the natural.
PHALAENOPSIS

Paphiopedilum Princess Sangwan

CALATHEA

DoiTung Orchids & Plants
FOOD

From Doi Tung

KHAO SAWY
(NORTHERN THAI NOODLE CURRY SOUP)

SAI AUA
(NORTHERN THAI SPICY SAUSAGE)
FOOD

From Doi Tung

- KHAO SAWY (NORTHERN THAI NOODLE CURRY SOUP)
- SAI AUA NOTRHERN THAI SPICY SAUSAGE)
- Garnished Minced Shiitake Mushroom Dip with Vegetables
- Balachaung (Burmese Chilli Dip) with Vegetables
- Green Chili Dip with Vegetables and Pork Cracklings
- Fried Northern Spicy Sausage
- Lanna Pork Curry (Hang Lei)
- Lanna Beef Curry (Hang Lei)
- Fried Rice with Northern Spicy Sausage

*Update more lists of menu
SOCIAL ENTERPRISE PRODUCTS

ORGANIC THAI RICE
Abhai Bhubate Thai Herb
PERSPECTIVE

DOITING GIFT FESTIVAL

@UN THAILAND
PERSPECTIVE

DOITING GIFT FESTIVAL
@UN THAILAND
100% FROM DOITUNG TO UNITED NATIONS THAILAND

“Lifestyle For Livelihood”